Groups for presentations September 12-15

**Group 1 (September 15)**
*Summary of the study of (one) five units in the primary care system that Lotta talked about last Friday.*
Peter Malmqvist
David Halbik
Josefin Zetterlund

**Group 2 (September 12)**
*What is in an electronic patient journal?*
Rodrigo Farto
Magnus Myrén
Patrik Söderberg

**Grupp 3 (September 14)**
*Strategies for collaboration with the Rose-Hulman students. Introducing Cosmic.*
Erik Näslund
Mattias Keva
Fredrik Zettergren

**Grupp 4 (September 12)**
*Portraiting all in the project to put up in ANGEL. Plan for using room 1510. Summarize last years report, especially with regard to how the subgroups managed to tie their areas together.*
Emil N-Kaiser
Abid Hussain
Isa Acar

**Grupp 5 (September 14)**
*Electronic patient journals in Germany. Strategies for collaboration with the other students.*
Bettina Selig
Tilman Walther
Johannes Krügel